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About This Game
For one and two players on a single machine (first in VR, second with mouse and keyboard).
Enter the Freedom Square in Brno invaded by snowmans and enjoy the christmas mood with them.
You can explore the virtual square based on a real location and look for hidden gifts or play minigames available at christmas
stalls.
Snowmanning
Build and dress your own snowman. You can use all that's in your reach, even if it just passes by.
Save the Kitty
Bring the kitty back to its bed and save it from falling down.
Ghost in the Snow
Find ghost of snowmans and get rid of them so they stop hunting the square.
Longbow
Defend the christmas tree from evil snowmans who wants to break it with only bow and arrows (and some fireworks which are
ready for New Year's Eve).
Roller Coaster
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Take a ride around the christmas tree or above the whole square. But you should have throwing bags near you, just in case.
Hit the Target
Break the record by hitting targets with shurikens.
Finish all the minigames and unlock the locks at the famous astronomical clock.
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Title: Snowmania
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Legacy Productions
Publisher:
VRena
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2017
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English,Czech
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HTC VIVE - Large play area needed too complete game.
Very basic game play, basic graphics, more suitable for children!
My advice, save your money. You can find better games for Free.. HTC VIVE - Large play area needed too complete game.
Very basic game play, basic graphics, more suitable for children!
My advice, save your money. You can find better games for Free.
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